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Imaging endangered manuscripts: 
materials of Timbuktu manuscripts in 
focus
Lieve Watteeuw
Salt comes from the north, gold from the south and silver from the country of 
the white men, but the word of God and the treasures of wisdom are only to be 
found in Timbuktu.
Fifteenth-century Sudanese proverb1
In preparation for the conference “What do we lose when we lose a library?” in September 
2015, a small number of Malinese manuscripts were brought to the University of Leuven 
by the librarian of the Mama Haidara Memorial Library in Timbuktu, Dr. Abdel Kader 
Haidara.2 e sixteen manuscripts were digitized by the Imaging Lab of the University 
Library and during the months of research and conservation, images of watermarks and 
book bindings were captured. Nondestructive laboratory analyses with micro-xrf and 
multispectral images revealing the inks and pigments were used to decorate a colorful 
eleventh-century Koran fragment. e laboratory and imaging techniques shed light on 
the fascinating world of manuscript production in Timbuktu, an important intellectual 
center in Africa from the late Middle Ages. is essay will focus on some case studies, 
documented when the manuscripts were studied at the University of Leuven. 
Timbuktu in the middle ages: the Paris for African 
scholarship 
e West African city of Timbuktu !ourished during the prosperous Shonghay 
empire (15th-16th centuries) as a very important trading center on the trans-Saharan 
caravan route.3 It was a wealthy commercial center connecting Saharan, tropical and 
Mediterranean Africa. El Hasan am Muhammed el-Wazzan-ez-Zayyati, better known 
as Leo Africanus, diplomat and one of the earliest sixteenth-century travelers to Africa, 
described the !ourishing city in March 1526 in his Cosmographia: “e city was inhabited 
by doctors, judges, priests and scholars, all appointed by the King. ere are manuscripts 
and written books from the Barbary coast (modern Morocco, Algeria, and Tunisia) to be 
bought here, and they are sold for more money than any other merchandise”.4 rough 
Leo Africanus the fame of Timbuktu as a rich and erudite intellectual center reached 
Europe. e "rst Western European mention of ‘Tombutu’ is on the map of Africa in the 
Atlas of Abraham Ortelius, published in Antwerp in 1570.5 
During this “golden age” under the Shonghay dynasty, there was an exceptionally 
high degree of literacy and scholarship, both extremely important requisites for the 
interpretation of Islamic laws and regulations. Books and libraries were key symbols of the 
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wealth and power of the city, which !ourished thanks to the trade in salt, gold and slaves. 
Despite tribal con!icts, the elite of Timbuktu fostered book production and collection, 
and controlled the scriptoria and libraries. e Sankoré university was established as early 
as 1300. e books collected and copied in Timbuktu covered a wide range of topics and 
genres: key texts of Islam, Korans, collections of Hadiths, Su" texts and devotional texts; 
works of the Maliki school of Islamic law; and texts representative of the ‘Islamic sciences’, 
including grammar, mathematics and astronomy. By the "fteenth century, Timbuktu 
scholars were producing original works including contracts, commentaries, historical 
chronicles, poetry, and glosses as well as compiling new versions of, and commentaries, 
on established texts. From the comments and marginalia that were added over time, it is 
evident that the manuscripts were used intensively and their value was exceptionally high: 
in the historical chronicles of Timbuktu, for example, the purchases of books receive 
more mentions than the construction or renovation of mosques. On any list of the most 
important commercial transactions, paper and books appear. 
Colors in an eleventh-century Koran fragment
An eleventh-century fragment of the Koran, written on translucent parchment, measuring 
ca. 16.6 x 19.5 cm (in an irregular shape) was written and decorated elaborately 
Koran, parchment, fragment, 16.6 x 19.5 cm, 11th century ( Photo Imaging Lab, KU Leuven)
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Koran, 11th century, detail of the calligraphy in gold leaf, lapis lazuli, organic red and carbon black 
( photo with Hirox video microscope, KIK-IRPA, Brussels)
e folio was severely damaged by rodents and was examined in the laboratories in a non-
destructive way to explore its material characteristics. e text of the second surah, the 
Cow, verse 56-57—written in brownish iron gall ink—reads: “en We revived you after 
your death that perhaps you would be grateful. And We shaded you with clouds and sent 
down to you manna and quails …”. Under the Hirox 3D video binocular, the dark hair 
follicles in the parchment are clearly visible and the Xrf measurements (spot measurements 
with the Art-Tax, Bruker) revealed that the bright blue color was most probably made 
of lapis-lazuli (no sign of iron in the Xrf measurements). e pigment lapis lazuli was 
expensive in the West; it was also a pigment for the precious decorations in manuscripts in 
the Islamic Middle East. E$cient techniques were required, by specialist manufacturers, 
to produce adequate quantities of top quality pigment for use in manuscript decoration. 
Gold foil was applied, and on top bright organic red and yellow paint, made of orpiment 
were used by the calligrapher. e black lines pro"ling the design, were added in carbon 
ink. Small green reading marks as green dots were added, now severely corroded as they 
contain a copper containing pigment.6 
Western Paper in Timbuktu manuscripts
Already in the late fourteenth century North African scriptoria were using papers 
imported from Southern Europe. Although paper was made in North Africa and Egypt, 
quality paper imported from Southern Europe via Venice and Granada was vital for 
Timbuktu manuscript production.7 Water power made European paper mills faster 
and their products cheaper. Paper was packaged by the ream and shipped in bales.8 e 
watermarks of the three crescent moons, named by the Italian papermakers “tre lune”, 
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were used from the "fteenth century(?) on paper intended for the Ottoman market. 
Venice was the main port for shipping paper from the mills of upper Italian areas like 
Piedmont, Livorno or Lombardy. e ‘three crescents’ motif is one of the most commonly 
encountered watermarks in Islamic manuscripts in north and western Africa and it exists 
in multiple forms and shapes.9 From the early eighteenth century French papermakers 
imitated this Italian product. eir paper was called “trois croissants façon de Venise” 
or simply “trois croissants”.10 e strict rules for the export of papers to the Levant were 
laid down in an Arret de Louis XV of 14th February 1739.11 e port was Marseille, and 
merchants were purchasing paper from the mills in the valley of the Huveaune, or from 
deeper in the Provençal hinterland from cities such as Pertuis and Entraigues-sur-Sorgues, 
where paper especially for the Levant was produced and then exported to Cairo and 
Alexandria.222 Long-distance traders, Sudanese merchants and pilgrims brought the bales 
through Tripoli and the Libyan oases to the Sub-Saharan cities. For Timbuktu the trade 
roads through the Moroccan desert were also signi"cant and from the late eighteenth 
century the harbors on the Atlantic coast received ships with European paper.13 As the 
three moon paper carries no monograms, it is almost impossible to date or to determine 
whether it is of Italian or French provenance.14 
Paper watermark with three crescent moons. Kashf al-H. ijᾱb  ‘Ilm al-H. isᾱb,  ca. 1700, 14.5 x 20 cm 
(photo Imaging Lab, University Library, KU Leuven)
Other types of watermarks found in Timbuktu manuscripts are “Trois ronds, une croix” 
and “Couronne avec étoile et lune”.15 
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Timbuktu book bindings
A feature of Sub-Saharan manuscripts is that they are unbound, with the loose leaves 
protected by a !exible leather wrapper, covering the fore edge with a !ap. 
Severely damaged manuscript in leather bookbinding, 37 x 21,5 cm, 18th century ?, during 
conservation (photo Lieve Watteeuw, KU Leuven)
e inside is lined with paper or leather. e leaves in their wrapper are kept together with 
a thin linen ribbon around the cover and the most valuable ones have leather satchels or 
bookcases, decorated with blind tooled geometrical patterns.16 e folios are not numbered 
and the scribes used headers and footers to establish the order of the text. rough time 
many of the books have become incomplete and their folios disordered. Over the past 
two centuries, a large number of manuscripts has been lost (mostly burnt) or damaged 
by being hidden in the mud houses in which the family libraries were established. ey 
were often literally buried to protect them from colonizers (Timbuktu became part of the 
colony of French Sudan in 188017) or to protect them from tribal con!icts, lawlessness 
and political instability.18 Due to the climate and high humidity during the rainy season 
from July to October and the harsh conditions in which the manuscripts were stored for 
decades, they are now extremely damaged. e hot and dry conditions have also caused 
the leather book bindings, usually in goat or gazelle leather, to become sti& and rigid. 
Insects and rodents have attacked the leather and paper; the paper is extremely dry and 
the inks damaged by rain and the !ooding of the river Niger. Multispectral imaging made 
the decay of the paper "bers clearly visible.19 Moreover, the imaging technique revealed 
some lines of the faded texts written in iron gall ink, especially at the edges of the folio’s 
where the water impregnation is prominent.
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Multispectral imaging of paper folio’s, revealing watermarks, degradation of the paper "bers and of 
the text written in iron-gall ink (photo Mike B. Toth, William A. Christens-Barry, Washington).
e political instability, the successes of the rebel army of Tuaregs and of the Islamic 
Movement for Oneness and Jihad in West Africa (MUJAO) and the destruction of some 
historic mausoleums in the region of Timbuktu in June 2012 seriously threatened the 
unique family libraries. Drastic action became necessary, as described by Abdel Kader 
Haidara in his essay earlier in this publication, whereby in a secret operation the hundred 
thousand endangered manuscripts of Timbuktu were taken to Bamako, the capital of Mali. 
e manuscripts—sometimes one folio, sometimes bulky volumes—were unobtrusively 
concealed in small trunks and suitcases and carried to safety in buses, on donkey carts or 
via the Niger River. 
Future Research possibilities for the Timbuktu 
manuscripts? 
e NGO SAVAMA-DCI (Sauvegarde des Manuscrits et la Defense de la Culture 
Islamique) cherishes the unique intellectual potential of this Malian heritage of books. 
With the support of various foreign universities and institutions the manuscripts are being 
catalogued, described, digitized and preserved—no longer in Timbuktu, but in Bamako. 
e Catholic University of Leuven, always mindful of the fatal library "re in 1914 which 
reduced its entire collection of medieval manuscripts to ashes, has accepted with great 
pleasure to contribute to this work. e sixteen manuscripts of the Mamma Haidara 
Memorial Library, brought to Leuven, were researched, digitized in high resolution and 
one of them—torn and distorted by heat and insects and with damaged folios—was 
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carefully conserved. Moreover, the challenge of applying innovating techniques for non-
destructive imaging and analysis proved highly valuable during this study, and showed 
how cross disciplinary research methods and new imaging tools can contribute to the 
knowledge and material pedigree of this fascinating but extremely vulnerable African 
book heritage. For this research target, international collaboration is essential.
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